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Résumé/Abstract

Au début du 20e siècle, les organisations féminines jouent un rôle actif au sein du mouvement nord-américain de réforme urbaine. Les femmes réformistes ont une vision spécifique de la ville et élaborent leur propre définition de la réforme urbaine. Cependant, elles doivent composer et collaborer avec leurs confrères masculins. Dénuées de capitaux et de pouvoir politique réel, les femmes dépendent du soutien des réformistes masculins et doivent par le fait même endosser les intérêts de ces derniers. Cet article examine les relations établies entre la Young Women’s Christian Association et les hommes d’affaires canadiens dans le cadre de plusieurs campagnes de collecte de fonds fructueuses au profit des édifices du YWCA, menées entre 1850 et 1930. Les femmes du YWCA présentent leur projet aux hommes d’affaires comme un solide investissement et le fait d’y contribuer comme un excellent moyen de rehausser leur réputation de chef de file au sein d’une société moderne et progressiste.

Women’s organizations played an active part in the Progressive movement for the reform of North American cities in the early twentieth century. Women reformers could and did cooperate with men but had their own distinct perception of the city and their own definition of urban reform. Lacking capital and political power, however, women were forced to depend on the support of male reformers and had to address themselves to the men’s concerns. This study examines the relationship between the Young Women’s Christian Association and Canadian businessmen as it was manifested in a number of successful fund-raising campaigns for YWCA buildings in Canadian cities between 1890 and 1930. YWCA women “sold” their building to the business community as a sound investment and an asset that would reflect well on the reputations of enterprising business leaders and a modern progressive community.

During the four decades from 1890 to 1930, an extensive process of fund-raising and construction resulted in the appearance of Young Women’s Christian Association buildings in cities across Canada. A YWCA building typically featured a large boarding home with kitchen, parlour, dining room and bedrooms, in addition to a reading room or library, classrooms, clubrooms and possibly a gymnasium, cafeteria or swimming pool. The entire facility was managed and controlled by women and was designed for the exclusive use of women. As such, the YWCA building constituted one of the more dramatic instances of women’s response to and participation in the process of urbanization. Along with women’s clubs, settlement houses, women’s colleges, and organizations such as the Women’s Christian Temperance Union and the Women’s Trade Union League, the YWCA formed part of the phenomenon that Estelle Freedman has christened “female institution building,” a separatist strategy charac-
characteristic of the women's movement in the transitional period from the 1870s to the 1920s. Within this separate female public sphere, women derived considerable strength from shared female values and an intense network of friendships and interpersonal relations that frequently enabled them to challenge successfully the discrimination they faced in the male-dominated public sphere. Separate female institutions, however, suffered from certain limitations, not the least of which was the fact that, as Freedman has observed, men's institutions retained the real power. The case of the YWCA illustrates clearly the limited capacity of female institutions to influence the course of urban growth and development given their ultimate dependence on the support of men. Lacking direct access to capital and political power, YWCA women who undertook to finance and construct their own elaborate and expensive facilities had no choice but to court and cooperate with local businessmen and politicians, and in so doing to address themselves to the men's concerns, frequently different from their own. This paper will explore the nature and implications of the relationship between the YWCA and local businessmen and boosters in Canadian cities between 1890 and 1930 as it was manifested in a number of successful fund-raising campaigns for YWCA buildings.

While Canadian and American urban historians have devoted considerable study to the involvement of businessmen in urban reform movements, they have paid scant attention to the role of women's organizations. In fact, women have been conspicuous in the literature on urban history mainly by their absence. Linda Richter has suggested that the recent preoccupation with the process of urbanization, as opposed to an earlier broad focus on activities taking place in the city, has been central to the exclusion of women. Where urban history emphasizes patterns of growth, land speculation, transportation, and the growth of municipal services, women tend to be overlooked. Popular tradition, as well as a large body of literature by social scientists, holds that women played no significant political role in cities until the 1960s. Challenging this view, Paula Baker has recently argued that American women and men in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries participated in separate female and male political cultures, and that we must expand our definition of urban "politics" accordingly to take into account the activities of women. Denied the opportunity to participate directly in the political life of the city, middle-class women used the voluntary association as a channel for their interests and ambitions, playing a prominent part in the Progressive movement for the reform of North American cities in the early decades of this century. Their quest for a solution to the problem of the city led to their active involvement in crusades for free public kindergartens, urban parks and playgrounds, settlement houses, temperance and anti-vice legislation, public health services, improved housing standards, a separate legal process for juveniles, domestic science education, and laws governing the employment of women and children. They perceived their activities as an attempt to inject the virtues and high standards of morality assigned to women and confined to the home by the Victorian "cult of domesticity" into the larger urban community where they would change the character of that community.

FIGURE 1. The Vancouver YWCA constructed its first building in 1906 at the corner of Dunsmuir at Burrard on three lots purchased at a special reduced price from the CPR.

SOURCE: Photograph by Philip Timms, 190?. Courtesy Vancouver Public Archives, 7727.
in the interests of women, children and family life. They intended, by “domesticating” the city, to make the urban physical and social environment conform to the demands of an ideal home environment. They fervently believed that such activities were in the interests of all women.

Despite the fact that female Progressive reformers belonged to the same social class, and frequently the same families, as male urban reformers, it does not follow that their concerns and objectives were identical. As women, their perspectives on the city and their experiences of the urban environment differed from those of men, and their vision of the city, and of the ideal city in particular, reflected that experience. Marlene Stein Wortman has observed that most studies of Progressive reform, by focusing on male reformers, have equated Progressivism with a drive for efficiency and professionalism, and have ignored the feminine components of the Progressive ideology, which account for many of its apparent contradictions. “Despite the similarities in the outlooks of progressive men and women, there were important differences in their conceptions about the city which became translated into differences in policy orientation. Domestic reformers wanted to make the city a home and a social community [while] corporate and professional progressives conceived of the city as primarily a business and cultural center.” Notwithstanding their differences, male and female urban reformers could and did cooperate, although the nature of this cooperative relationship has yet to be explored thoroughly. In Canada, only Carol Bacchi in her study of the English-Canadian suffragists has addressed this important issue directly. Bacchi, however, concludes that “as members of the same social elite, the women shared the same fears and generally favoured the same reforms as the men.” In this study of the YWCA’s relationship with businessmen and boosters in Canadian cities, it will be argued that despite a shared fundamental support for the class structure underlying the emerging urban order, and for their own privileged position in it, these men and women differed in their vision of the city, in their ideas about women’s place in the city, and in their understanding of the purpose of a YWCA building. While businessmen and boosters could support the idea of such a facility because it was compatible with their commitment to progress, growth, and obtaining maximum returns for the investment of charitable dollars, YWCA women viewed their building as a female refuge from an inhospitable male environment and a base from which they could attempt to modify that environment in the interests of women. Yet to win the support of the businessman, the YWCA had to present itself as sharing his concerns for “efficiency” and “sound business management,” downplaying its critique of male sexuality and its commitment to a cooperative commonwealth that required the “Christianizing” of Canadian businessmen. YWCA leaders believed that young women, being equally important to the future of the urban community, were entitled to the same services and assistance provided to young men, but they were forced to appeal to male chivalry and self-interest to achieve their goals. Their relationship with Canadian businessmen and boosters thus suggests the dangers inherent in assuming an identity of interests between male and female urban reformers in the early twentieth century. It also demonstrates some of the limitations of “female separatism” as an effective strategy for bringing about substantial reform of the urban environment.

Young Women’s Christian Associations originated in Britain in 1855 and spread within five years to the United States on a wave of religious enthusiasm that swept the Protestant churches. Evangelicalism provided many women with the motivation and the strength to associate with one another in female voluntary organizations that ministered primarily to the needs of other women and children. First appearing in major Canadian centres in the 1870s, YWCAs were a response to the “problem” of the young single woman arriving in the city from overseas or from the country districts in search of employment or educational opportunities. YWCA policies and objectives reflected the concerns and convictions of its female leadership — members of Protestant evangelical churches and of the families of prominent business and professional men — who were apprehensive about the changed social conditions that had resulted in large numbers of young single women living independently, unsupported and unsupervised by family, community and church. YWCA leaders hoped that by banding together in an interdenominational organization with the resources to undertake a work too expensive for any one church (and with greater autonomy than women were allowed in church-controlled denominational organizations), they could provide a substitute for parental and religious influences through practical assistance offered in a wholesome Christian setting. In its first annual report, the Toronto YWCA explained that could the young women arriving from the country to seek employment be “gathered into Christian homes, there would be no necessity for the present institution.” Its mandate was “to seek out young women taking up their residence in Toronto, and endeavour to bring them under moral and religious influences, by introducing them to the members and privileges of this Association, securing their attendance at some place of worship, and by every means in their power surrounding them with Christian associates.” To this end, Canadian YWCAs over the next several decades developed a wide range of programs and facilities for working women, including boarding houses, employment bureau, educational classes, clubs and social functions, cafeterias, Travellers Aid, recreational facilities such as summer camps, gymnasia and swimming pools and, of course, religious instruction. By 1900, fourteen branches had been established in cities across Canada and by 1930, the total had reached thirty-nine.

YWCA programs and facilities did respond to genuine needs and problems experienced by single working women in Canadian cities between 1890 and 1930. Young women workers were generally paid low wages on the assumption that they lived at home and were partially supported by their
families. For those who lived independently, however, survival could be difficult indeed.\(^{17}\) Canadian cities generally, but particularly the exploding centres of Western Canada, lacked an adequate supply of decent and inexpensive housing. Every YWCA located in a major urban centre reported turning away applicants for boarding house accommodation on a regular basis during these years. The housing problem was aggravated by an apparently widespread practice of discrimination against women tenants on the grounds that they required a sitting room in which to entertain guests, stayed at home more, and were generally regarded as more trouble for landladies.\(^{18}\) Women who worked in factories, stores and offices often had no option but to eat their lunch in a hot, stuffy workroom and many could not afford to eat lunch at all. YWCA cafeterias were often the only place for many working women to socialize in each other’s company and obtain an inexpensive and nourishing meal. Office and sales workers were expected to dress well despite their low wages and thus had to resort to trimming their own hats and making their own shirtwaists, skills they could acquire in YWCA classes. Working women often lacked access to evening classes that would allow them to augment their education or upgrade their job qualifications. YWCA libraries were accessible to working women at a time when many cities lacked a free library system, and YWCA night classes in stenography preceded those offered by boards of education in most Canadian cities.\(^ {19}\) In 1907, a national staff member claimed that “in Canada there are more young women enrolled in the educational classes than there are in our universities, in fact [the YWCA] is an evening college for business young women.”\(^ {20}\)

YWCA also functioned as a type of “women’s centre” in turn-of-the-century Canadian cities. The Vancouver YWCA reported in 1919:

The secretaries in charge of the desk have hundreds of telephone calls daily, besides scores of enquiries over the counter. They are an information bureau for the women and girls of the city. Some of the enquiries are for dentists, physicians, dress-makers, music teachers, reliable employment bureaux, directions to various parts of the city, respectable boarding houses or rooms, swimming pools, cooking lessons, language teachers, time of the day, times of arrivals of trains and boats, names of denominational ministers and churches, baggage, etc.\(^ {21}\)

Of paramount concern to the YWCA was the fact that working women, particularly those who wished to appear “respectable” by avoiding saloons, movie houses, and public dance halls, lacked access to “wholesome” and affordable

---

FIGURE 2. The Ottawa YWCA at Metcalfe and Maria (now Laurier) was, in 1894, one of the earliest Canadian buildings constructed for the use of a YWCA. The partially-obscured sign in the window advertises a “Public Reading Room for Women.”

recreational opportunities. YWCA Social and Physical Departments did offer such opportunities to thousands of Canadian working women during these decades. One study of women's sports in Toronto between 1910 and 1920 has demonstrated that the YWCA was the only place in the city where working women who could not afford membership in a private athletic club could learn to swim or participate in organized team sports. Similarly, the editors of the Peterborough Evening Examiner observed in 1918 that the YWCA's new pool provided "the first opportunity that the girls and young women have been given of learning the useful art of swimming. It is a shameful confession to make that it has been necessary to wait until the enterprise of the Y.W.C.A. could provide an indoor bath before such an opportunity was given . . . ."

The YWCA's objective of surrounding young working women with Christian influences and providing them with wholesome alternatives to the temptations of city life resulted in the construction of attractive facilities that would draw working women and create an opportunity to exert influence. Membership fees were an important source of revenue that helped to cover the costs of operation and maintenance and kept the YWCA from drowning in debt. Thus working women were able to exert an important indirect influence on YWCA policy and on the nature of the facilities constructed. Cafeterias, gymnasium, and swimming pools proved most popular, drawing in hundreds of members in many centres and helping to subsidize the less remunerative programs such as Travellers' Aid. Working women made it clear, however, that they would participate only on their own terms. Attendance statistics consistently demonstrated their preference for gymnasium and swimming classes over Bible study. The reports of YWCAs in large American cities suggested that where working women were presented with a range of housing alternatives, they preferred to forego the supervision of a YWCA boarding home. The Victoria YWCA actually closed a home in 1901, being unable to induce working women to board there. At the opening of a new home in 1908, it was admitted that "former efforts to establish such an association had failed, perhaps through too rigid discipline. The girls should feel that the rooms were a home where they were free to enjoy themselves in any innocent way."

While the most popular facilities were generally open to non-members, those who used them were strongly urged to take out a membership and join a YWCA club. Associate membership in the YWCA was open to any young woman "of good character," including non-Protestants, although this did not include the right to vote or hold office. Despite the fact that the most popular programs were intended to serve as "bait" that would help to recruit new YWCA members, many working women proved willing to make use of the facilities without ever taking out a membership.

The objectives of YWCA programs thus reflected, despite some important input from working women, the concerns of the active or voting membership, required by the constitution to be full communicants of Protestant evangelical churches. The YWCA's attack on the problem of the young woman in the city derived from its evangelical founders' deep suspicion of the urban environment and its growing dominance in Canadian society. YWCA women viewed with some nostalgia the decline of rural life, which they equated with the virtues of industry, thrift, sobriety, simplicity and piety. The protection of the "country girl," they argued, was critical to the preservation of these values throughout Canadian society. While they acknowledged that the city offered daughters and young female immigrants real opportunities to improve their standing in the world, YWCA women were also convinced that the urban environment offered more temptations than those with few resources, limited experience and perhaps a weak moral fibre could conceivably withstand. The strong evangelical convictions of the YWCA's leadership encouraged a definition of the dangers of city life as primarily moral dangers and led to a focus on the problem of the new commercialized recreations. Dance halls, brothels, movie theatres and saloons abounded in the city, compounding the problem of the generally high levels of immorality already believed to be associated with poverty, unemployment and overcrowding. As urban growth accelerated in the early twentieth century, Canadian YWCA leaders observed with interest the progress and problems of their sister American branches, studied carefully the investigative reports of American Progressive reformers and viewed with alarm newspaper headlines which proclaimed the triumph of vice and corruption in American cities. The reports of social surveys and vice commissions boded ill for the future in Canada.

YWCA leaders perceived the Canadian city as an environment that was particularly inhospitable to women and threatening to women's moral and physical well-being. Travel for unescorted young women, growing numbers of whom were arriving in Canadian ports and travelling from city to city by rail, was viewed as an exercise fraught with peril by YWCA Travellers' Aid workers, hired to meet incoming ships and trains.

Unforeseen circumstances over which they have no control are frequently encountered by travellers; connections are missed and, having to remain overnight, they may not know of a respectable place to stay at a moderate rate; they have left home with wrong addresses or none at all; money runs short unexpectedly; friends or relatives fail to meet them; difficulties are encountered with tickets or luggage; it may be late at night and it is necessary to cross a strange city to another station; there is often hunger and weariness and lack of sufficient funds to pay for that which will satisfy either; and last, but by no means least, dangerous acquaintances are made on the journey.

Behind the YWCA's more generalized fear that the experience of independence in the city was eroding women's traditional ties to home, family and church, lurked the spectre
of prostitution. Most sizable Canadian cities during these years, particularly in the West with its large population of young single men, featured flourishing red light districts.\footnote{31} YWCA women believed that without follow-up to see that appropriate accommodation was secured and suitable new friends made, young women could conceivably find themselves resident in such a district, perhaps quite unwittingly. According to an account by Nellie McClung, prominent Alberta suffragist and reformer, the Edmonton YWCA was once sent a message by a local prostitute who first entered a brothel as a result of being turned away from the YWCA because of a lack of space.

\ldots it's too late for me; don't bother about any of us here, we're dead — but go back and tell the matron never to let a girl leave, even if she has to let her sleep in a chair; or sit on the steps or stand up all night. Tell her never, never, never to let a girl go; and tell the women to get bigger places, to shelter the girls; they need it so badly. Surely if the women knew they would do something!\footnote{32}

YWCA leaders were haunted by the prospect that hundreds of young women, new to the city and without resources or friends, might be drawn into prostitution out of ignorance, loneliness or desperation. Such fears helped to shape the types of programs offered by YWCAs in cities across Canada.

The YWCA building constituted a safe female environment, a woman-controlled space within the city. The establishment of such a sanctuary was a corollary of the YWCA's belief that the ultimate source of the threat to women posed by urban dangers ranging from public parks, dance halls and ice cream parlours to misleading advertisements for interesting and well-paid jobs was uncontrolled male sexuality. The YWCA's protection of working women constituted, in part, a veiled critique of the prevailing acceptance of male sexual irresponsibility, attributed to men's supposedly uncontrollable biological urges.\footnote{33} Working women, YWCA leaders argued, were handicapped by the combination of low wages and an unfair double standard that curtailed their activities and led, in higher social circles at least, to the association of working women with immoral- ity. Young women who wished to appear respectable were not at liberty to frequent the saloons, pool halls, movie theatres and dance halls that abounded in early twentieth-century Canadian cities. One male observer who moved to Regina after the First World War recently recalled that "there were no girls. They were just starting to work in offices, they operated the telephones, worked in cafés and in some of the stores. But they disappeared out of circulation at 6 o'clock and you never saw them again until the next day. Talk about a man's world!"\footnote{34} YWCA women argued that such a situation was most unfair, that the respectable young working woman deserved both opportunities for recreation and the support of Christians in her community.

... many evenings, uncomfortable as her lodging house is, she is compelled to remain in or take the chance of sacrificing her self-respect. A girl's latitude is far more restricted than a boy's; she must observe the most rigid conventions. To do otherwise is to endanger her good name. \ldots What the average person of means does not seem to realize is that the girl who wants to be nice, is very much restricted in her habits of life. A boy is not half so much shackled by the social conventions. He can go and pick up acquaintances with people he had never seen before, and nothing is thought of it. But a girl can take no such chances. If she did she would soon be marked \ldots .\footnote{35}

A young woman earning only five dollars a week was faced, according to YWCA workers, with "the question of which is better, a clean life without relaxation or pleasure obtained in a way which is bound to soil the soul and wipe out ideals."\footnote{36} The "shallow-minded woman of idleness" would not be equal to the strain, they argued. "To earn for oneself for eight, ten, twelve, fifteen years of a lifetime, and through those years, despite the evils that on every hand clutch at one with smirching fingers, to preserve one's soul upright and clean, requires all the optimism, the strength and fortitude of which womanhood is capable."\footnote{37} Supporters of the YWCA argued that for too long Canadian cities had offered generous assistance to young men, who were less disadvantaged. Rev. Dr. Duval, a well-known figure in Winnipeg reform circles, in addressing a meeting of the local YWCA, observed that there was "far greater need in modern cities for institutions like the Y.W.C.A. than for the young men's associations. The world was a hard place for girls, who were handicapped all along the line, and had few of the privileges granted to young men." He personally was "tired of mollycoddling young men."\footnote{38}

Although the YWCA's primary concern was the young working woman, its leaders intended that their facility should serve a larger constituency of women. In most cities, the YWCA building was the central meeting place of local club women, being the only location to meet the criteria of affordability and respectability. Organizations such as Local Councils of Women, chapters of the Imperial Order of Daughters of the Empire, and various other women's service, literary and religious organizations frequently made use of the YWCA building and expressed their support by furnishing its rooms or stocking the shelves of the library or the linen cupboard. College students and "young ladies of leisure" were invited to volunteer their services at the YWCA, typically to assist with organizing social activities for working women. It was the fond hope of more visionary YWCA leaders that women brought together in their own building, sharing a common religious faith, would be able to overcome differences based on social class. Although the constitutions of local YWCAs ensured that decision-making power remained securely in the hands of the older middle-class volunteers who served on the boards of directors, YWCA rhetoric during these decades stressed that women had much
FIGURE 3. The McGill Street YWCA in Toronto was remodelled in 1924, following the successful Jubilee Campaign, and its new features included a cafeteria that seated 200 women.

Source: Public Archives of Canada, PAC 123616.

to offer each other. Working women, it was argued, stood to benefit from exposure to the education, leadership abilities and Christian training of the volunteer who, in her turn, would be made aware of the problems facing working women, rescued from a selfish, idle existence and encouraged to fulfill the obligations of her position by informing herself on labour questions and supporting needed legislative reforms.

YWCA leaders hoped to mobilize working women as their allies in attacking the double standard and male sexual privilege and in working toward the coming of “Christ’s Kingdom on Earth.” These dual objectives involved the YWCA in activities extending beyond the provision of a safe environment within the confines of the YWCA building. Increasingly its leadership called for the “Christianizing” of Canadian employers, protective labour legislation, perhaps even trades unions for women, and social hygiene measures such as sex education and volunteer street patrols of women to enforce the equal moral standard for men and women. All these measures were perceived by the YWCA as attempts to reform the urban environment in the interests of women.

Despite the social prominence of the women who served on YWCA boards of directors, many of whom were married to the community’s leading business and professional men, they were not, as women, at liberty to act on their vision of urban reform without assistance. Few of these women had large amounts of capital at their personal disposal. Unlike many nineteenth-century benevolent women’s organizations that engaged in activities such as prison visitation or tract distribution, the YWCA, with its wide range of programs and elaborate facilities, required substantial financial support. While working women’s fees did help established programs to be run on a self-supporting basis, they could not begin to cover the enormous costs involved in the purchase of property and the construction and maintenance of buildings. The YWCA and its objectives thus had to be “sold” to those who would foot a substantial part of the bill for its activities — business leaders and local politicians. While a minority of business leaders, as evangelicals themselves, did share some of the YWCA’s concerns about raising the moral standards of the community, most were preoccupied with making the city a better place to do business. Particularly in Western Canada, boosters “directed their efforts toward encouraging rapid and sustained growth in their cities at the expense of virtually all other considerations,” and did not rank the protection and material assistance of working women or the control of male sexuality high on their list of priorities. The necessity of defining the YWCA’s work in new terms with which businessmen could identify led to the forging of close ties in many Canadian cities between the YWCA, the YMCA, and a select group of supportive businessmen who assisted with fund-raising campaigns. In these
campaigns the YWCA was “sold” to businessmen and local boosters as a sound business investment, and as an asset that would reflect well on the community and on the reputation of its enterprising male leaders.

In the two decades between 1870 and 1890, YWCAs were established in a number of Canadian cities but none of these were located in a building designed and constructed according to YWCA specifications. Instead they used inad­equately rented or purchased premises that frequently hampered the work of the organization. In the decades after 1890, when many new branches of the YWCA were established, each new branch strove to erect its own specially constructed facility as quickly as possible, reflecting an important shift in the mandate of the YWCA. From 1870 to 1890, most Canadian YWCAs confined their activities on behalf of working women to the running of a boarding house and an educational department featuring a library and classes in subjects such as geography and bookkeeping. Programs for young women were combined at this time with more traditional benevolent work such as prison and hospital visitation, “friendly visiting” of the poor, day nurseries and diet dispensaries. For these purposes, a rented or pur­chased facility was employed, perhaps a converted boarding house or orphanage, with rented rooms over a store for holding classes. The era of YWCA building began after 1890 as Canadian branches, drawing heavily on the experience of YWCAs in American cities, redefined their mandate to focus more exclusively on the provision of social services to the “self-respecting” and “self-supporting” young woman between the ages of approximately seventeen and twenty-five. A new program emphasizing the “four-fold development” of the young woman required provision for her physical, social and intellectual, as well as spiritual, well-being. The facilities in use appeared increasingly inadequate as YWCA leaders found themselves with parlours too small for club meetings, dining rooms too small to serve non-boarders, basements too small for construction of the much-desired gymnasium or school of domestic science, and an insufficient supply of bedrooms to meet the growing demand for accommodation at the boarding house. The complaint of the Montreal YWCA in its 1889 annual report was typical of most branches of the time: “We have greatly felt the need of more commodious quarters. . . . Extensive alterations and repairs are needed — to quote the words of one of our fel­low-workers, “We want the front wall thrown out, we want more room at the back, and we want the very roof raised for more rooms nearer Heaven.” It was not long before Canadian YWCAs decided to follow the example of their sister American branches, opting for construction rather than renovation.

As well as a special building, the YWCA’s new mandate required the additional expense of a centrally-located prop­erty, convenient to “white-blouse” workers in the downtown business district, who, along with domestic servants lacking a “situation,” occupied the bulk of the YWCA’s attention at this time. The Ottawa YWCA, for example, advertised its new rooms at 98 Albert Street as “centrally located, being almost opposite to the City Hall and but five minutes walk from the Parliament Buildings, Normal School and Post Office.” In 1890 the Toronto YWCA became the first branch in Canada to undertake the construction of its own building, purchasing an Elm Street lot for $9,400 and embarking on a project estimated to cost $36,000. The new facility was intended to allow for a major expansion of activities.

. . . in addition to our boarding house there will be a pleasant reading-room and library with a large parlor for the use of all young women who are earning their own living. There will be also a class formed for teaching reading, writing, arithmetic, sewing, dressmaking and cutting by chart. A gymnasium will be fitted up for the use of those who need the exercise as a rest, or for physical development. We also hope to form a class for singing.

When opened in 1892, the impressive three-storey brick structure featured classrooms, meeting rooms, parlour, gymnasia and dressing room, dining room and kitchen, laundry, offices and about fifty bedrooms. Construction of similar facilities began in other centres such as Ottawa and Montreal during the 1890s. As the YWCA broadened its mandate to include the “industrial girl” after the turn of the century, extension branches were also established in the factory districts of some larger cities. The rate of construction increased gradually until 1913, came to a temporary halt during the war, and resumed in the 1920s with a ten-year “boom” in the construction of buildings, extensions, new wings, gym­nasia and swimming pools in cities across the country. The history of some branches during these years is virtually a record of their struggle to finance and construct their own building. The Victoria YWCA, reorganized in 1907, was for two decades so preoccupied with raising funds to construct its own building, finally erected in 1927, that in 1922 a visiting national staff member felt obliged to recommend that members of its board of directors refresh their memories regarding the history and larger objectives of the YWCA. Achieving the goal of a specially constructed building did not mean that the work was over. In 1908, less than two years after the Vancouver YWCA opened its new facility, its president told supporters at the annual meeting: “I would like to bring before you all our great need for the extension of our building. For this we shall need from $15,000 to $18,000. We require more dormitories, more classrooms and a gymnasium to bring our association up to the standard existing in even less prosperous towns than Vancouver.”

The process of fund-raising and construction during these four decades was thus virtually unending, until in most cities such activities were finally halted by the onset of the Depression.

So great was the scale of construction that nineteenth­century methods of fund-raising were no longer adequate.
Early branches were financed largely through the efforts of the boards of directors, chosen for their personal prestige and social contacts, who collected subscriptions of small amounts ranging from one dollar to ten dollars. Their duties included the regular canvassing of local businesses, neighbourhoods, and the individual members of congregations of local evangelical churches. This tedious work was carried on quietly, without publicity, and on a year-round basis. It was supplemented by innumerable bazaars, teas, garden parties, lectures, musicals and rummage sales. When all else failed, a member of the board of directors, or her husband, could usually be counted on to rescue the YWCA from financial embarrassment in a temporary crisis. Such methods of fund-raising were characteristic of female philanthropy in the nineteenth century and were capable of generating surprisingly large sums of money.

Despite the success of their efforts, however, women often expressed their ambivalence about engaging in such activity. In 1890, the convener of the Montreal YWCA’s Educational and Entertainment Committee referred with some embarrassment to a “most brilliant and (alas, that I must write it) paying entertainment held in this hall a week since.” She continued: “It would be such a pleasure if one could do work in which the element of gain need not appear. I surmise, however, that as long as there are women on the face of the earth there will be a need for money, now much greater when they band together in unions and associations to put that money to the best possible use the heart of liberal woman can devise!”

During these transitional decades between the demise of traditional religious philanthropy and the rise of the Community Chest movement, charity remained in private hands but relied increasingly on support from the corporate sector, as the churches lacked the resources to cope with large-scale urban social problems, and municipal authorities were reluctant to undertake direct involvement in welfare and relief work. New methods of fund-raising were pioneered in these years and the YWCA, drawing heavily on the experience of the Young Men’s Christian Association, was one of the first to make use of techniques later adopted by most other voluntary agencies and the Community Chest movement. Outstanding among these new techniques was the short-term financial campaign under the direction of leading businessmen, a method pioneered by the YMCA in 1905. Following the successful and much publicized Canadian Patriotic Fund and Victory Loan campaigns during the war, short-term financial campaigns became the accepted means of fund-raising for local charities. The short-term or “whirlwind” financial campaign was a city-wide blitz that relied heavily on the support of the local press and was “characterized by the careful organization of teams of canvassers to collect the money, the selection of prospective

FIGURE 4. In 1910, Mary Beaton of Scotland, holder of a diploma from the Royal Life Saving Society and author of The Complete Swimmer, was hired as an instructor by the Toronto YWCA. Her popular classes featured swimming, waterpolo, life saving and fancy diving.

Source: Photograph by William James, ca. 1910. Courtesy City of Toronto Archives, 2558.
contributors, their cultivation by means of carefully planned publicity, their solicitation over a short period of time — usually a week — daily meetings for reports of canvassers, and the use of skilful tactics to keep up the enthusiasm of public and canvassers alike.\textsuperscript{57} YWCA financial campaigns with slogans such as “Building Today for the Womanhood of Tomorrow” or “A Building for Her” were the favoured method of augmenting building funds during these four decades and succeeded with the support of local businessmen, boosters and the daily press.\textsuperscript{56}

The participation of leading businessmen in these campaigns was part of a broader movement to separate philanthropy from religion and to make it more “business-like,” “efficient,” and “scientific,” that is, to avoid waste and duplication of efforts and to emphasize measures that would prevent, rather than relieve, pauperism.\textsuperscript{57} Some of these businessmen were themselves members of Protestant evangelical churches, sharing the YWCA’s religious objectives, and acting out of strong convictions of their duty to the community.\textsuperscript{58} For such men, wealth implied Christian stewardship and an obligation to prove themselves worthy of the privileges they enjoyed. Support for philanthropic endeavours was a way to demonstrate publicly their worthiness. It was also a way to discourage government involvement, and by the 1920s and 1930s, many businessmen “looked on private philanthropy as an important bulwark of the system of free enterprise for, if charity became the prerogative of the government, it would mean the welfare state or socialism.”\textsuperscript{59}

Participation in fund-raising campaigns for local charities gradually became obligatory for the heads of leading firms and was enforced by a variety of pressures exerted by family, friends, business associates and social peers. Such worthy activity could also be highly advantageous, as businessmen learned during these years, because it could facilitate the career of the individual and provide valuable free publicity for the firm. Philanthropic activity provided a means for the upwardly mobile to make valuable business and social contacts and also provided local firms with a chance to evaluate the talents of some of their junior men. As the number of agencies seeking assistance for their particular cause multiplied, businessmen had an interest in becoming involved in philanthropy in order to coordinate it. One of their concerns was to eliminate overlap and duplication of efforts, thereby reducing the demands made upon their own pocketbooks. Philanthropic businessmen encouraged a “scientific” approach to giving that fostered “self-dependence” rather than further “pauperizing” the poor. Unlike the earlier ideology of religious charity, which promised that the giver would be rewarded in the next world, the attitude of the businessman was determined by his expectation of some benefit in the present.

In its attempt to present itself as an enterprise worthy of the support of the philanthropic businessman, the YWCA relied heavily on its “elder brother,” the YMCA, for advice that was freely dispensed and invaluable. The YMCA, dominated by prominent business leaders, “enjoyed the not unjustified reputation of having the most effective money-raising organization in many Canadian communities” and by 1889 had erected buildings in twenty-one Canadian cities.\textsuperscript{60} It had a great deal to say to its younger sister on the subject of “scientific philanthropy.” One YMCA staff member instructed the YWCA that, like any commercial enterprise, it ought to have “a clearly apprehended and well defined purpose.” Correct business methods, he noted, required a policy that was comprehensive, practicable and progressive, a definite and adequate plan, thorough organization, sufficient staff and budget, and a complete system of record-keeping and accounting. Disapproving of the traditional female approach to fund-raising, he advised that “‘rumage[sic] sales’, ‘pink teas’, or ‘fowl suppers’ are not the right way,” and that a YWCA ought more appropriately to rely on “membership fees, rentals and contributions from interested persons in response to a direct appeal for liberal support of a worthy organization doing effective work.”\textsuperscript{61} The best way to raise money, in other words, was to ask for it.

YWCA leaders conceded that asking for money was often the hardest thing for women to do, and more traditional means of fund-raising continued in use, particularly in smaller communities, until well into the twentieth century. Nonetheless, the bulk of YWCA building funds were raised through financial campaigns. A typical YWCA building campaign was launched by the Edmonton branch in May 1920, following years of complaints about insufficient accommodation for travellers and working women and inadequate meeting facilities for local club women.\textsuperscript{62} In announcing the impending campaign for $150,000, the \textit{Edmonton Journal} proclaimed “Men Get Real Opportunity to Help the Girls.” A complete description of the proposed “Castle in the Air” was published and, for good measure, several photographs of Edmonton’s decrepit facilities, which included a converted barn, were contrasted with the fine new building of the Calgary YWCA. The \textit{Journal} featured articles on the inadequate housing of working women and the work of the YWCA staff, as well as detailed coverage of the daily progress of the campaign. The Edmonton campaign was launched with a “YWCA Sunday” at the local churches and a major public rally featuring “‘real speaking” by James Ramsay, M.L.A., Mrs. Nellie McClung, Mrs. Arthur Murphy, and Hon. George P. Smith on the value of young women to the community and on the dangers that beset them in Edmonton. Under the direction of campaign manager Will J. Green, General Secretary of the Edmonton YMCA, the city was divided into forty districts to be covered by teams of male and female canvassers, the latter responsible for the residential areas, the former for the business district. Seventy of Edmonton’s most prominent citizens — team captains, members of the campaign committee and the YWCA board — posed for a \textit{Journal} photographer following an organizational luncheon. The illustrious gathering included some of Edmonton’s most active clubwomen and
female reformers, and wives of the city’s leading professionals, businessmen and politicians. The male campaign workers included several mayors of Edmonton, a former premier of Alberta, a former Lieutenant Governor, the city health officer, the director of the YMCA, members of the Rotary Club, Chamber of Commerce, Board of Trade and school board, a bank manager, a president of a grain company, and businessmen who were prominent in real estate and wholesale or retail trade. The highlight of the first day of canvassing was a flight in an airplane by Mrs. G.H.V. Bulyea, President of the Edmonton YWCA and wife of the former Lieutenant Governor, who dropped twelve free memberships over the city. Several benefits were also held. The Rotarians and Kiwanians challenged the advertising section of the Board of Trade to a baseball game whose proceeds were donated to the YWCA fund, and the Hudson’s Bay Company staged five performances of its historical pageant “The Romance of the Hudson’s Bay Co. From 1670 to 1920,” featuring “full-blooded treaty Indians.” As a result of this campaign, Edmonton’s “Building for Her” was opened in 1922, and fulfillment of this YWCA’s “long cherished dream” was achieved in 1926 when Lord and Lady Allenby opened its new gymnasium and swimming pool.

The backing of the local press was obviously crucial to the success of YWCA building campaigns and it was generally forthcoming. YWCA annual meetings, conferences, entertainments, and public meetings featuring out-of-town speakers were regularly covered in the press, sometimes with copy supplied by the YWCA itself. During building campaigns in particular, extensive coverage of the organization, its history and its work supplemented accounts of the dangers that life in the city posed for women. Editorials with titles such as “The Y.W.C.A. Enterprise,” “The Claims of the Y.W.C.A.,” and “A Worthy Appeal” were a regular feature of campaign coverage. The increasingly supportive stance of the press during these decades was perhaps best illustrated by the Hamilton Spectator. In a small 1889 item headed “Chippie Chasers Beware,” the Spectator warned the (male) citizens of Hamilton that one hundred ladies interested in organizing “a sort of feminine Y.M.C.A.” had recently met at the YMCA building to sing “Rescue the Perishing” and to “take into consideration what action can be taken to counteract the alarming prevalence of immorality among young girls in the city as the result of the flourishing dance halls, etc.” In 1918, however, the Spectator’s editorial “Help the Y.W.C.A.,” advising support for a $40,000 debt-clearing campaign, called the YWCA a “noble cause” that was “of direct benefit to the welfare of our own city and citizens.”

The considerable newspaper coverage that YWCA fund-raising campaigns generated in the early decades of this century constitutes, for the most part, the only remaining direct evidence of campaign activities. Analysis of this coverage reveals that YWCAs, with the aid of the YMCA and a select group of supportive businessmen, developed a strategy to “sell” their objectives to the business community. Certain aspects of the YWCA’s work, those that were consistent with its presentation as a “community service,” were emphasized at the expense of others. Although a conservative faction within the YWCA’s leadership still regarded the primary purpose of their organization as the saving of souls, such rhetoric never appeared in campaign literature. The Protestant evangelical underpinning of YWCA programs were downplayed and campaigners presented the YWCA’s mandate as the provision of practical assistance and services to all young women, and the upholding of a model of “true Christian womanhood” that promised to benefit the entire community. Addressing the businessman’s distrust of religious charities, the campaign coverage stressed that YWCA practices conformed to the standards of sound business management, and indeed, that the YWCA was not a religious charity at all. YWCA campaigns responded to the prejudice of many businessmen against funding any sort of program or service for women, pointing out that not only could an enterprise such as the YWCA be managed suc-
To assist in this objective, one of the Dominion Council's staff of national organizing secretaries was often sent to help a local branch undertaking a major financial campaign. Her task was not only to assist with the work of campaign organization but also to present the YWCA in a series of addresses at public meetings as having a long history and as forming part of a national and international movement of women. The implication was that no progressive community would want its young women to be left out of such a movement.

YWCA campaign workers stressed that their organization represented the best in modern scientific philanthropy, having a specific mandate and field of expertise, encouraging respectable young women to become and remain self-supporting, rather than a drain on the community, and promising to elevate the religious and moral standards of the entire city. To those who did not believe in supporting charities, it was argued that despite the YWCA's need to appeal for funds, "it is not to be understood that it is a charitable organization. That is to say, the hundreds of girls and women who use the Y.W.C.A. pay their own way." In a somewhat contradictory fashion, however, the campaign literature also claimed that the YWCA would never turn away a young woman who was destitute and genuinely in need of protection. The net effect of the YWCA's programs, it was said, was to encourage "self-dependence" on the part of working women, and not to "pauperize" or encourage dependence on the public purse. Campaign workers stressed that the YWCA sought help with capital expenditures, not operating costs. "The money is not wanted as a stop-gap. It is not asked with the idea of doing the same thing over again next year and the next.... As a business concern it is conducted on business principles and it pays." Campaign literature addressed itself directly to the businessman's obsession with the state of the YWCA's finances by publishing statistics on the value of the property, the amount owing on the mortgage, sources of income, outstanding debts and similar details. Businessmen were advised not to assume, despite the fact that the YWCA was managed and operated by women, that its financial appeals were in any way the result of inefficiency or bad business practices. Supporters, in fact, frequently expressed their amazement at the administrative competence of the YWCA ladies. The YWCA, the campaign literature reiterated, was "a good business proposition."

One theme that recurred in every speech and every advertisement during a YWCA campaign was the vital role that women played in determining the moral standards of the community. Young working women required protection and deserved assistance above all because they were future wives and mothers. Stressing women's moral influence was a strategy frequently employed by women reformers because it justified many of their own activities. In YWCA campaigns businessmen were encouraged to think of their contributions as an investment in the future of the community. "Can there be any better investment of money than that which will provide the best conditions for the upbuilding of true Christian womanhood?"

Girls and women are a city's biggest asset. Their standards and ideals determine the character of home, school and business. Their value to the community cannot be measured in terms of dollars and cents. Girls of today are the mothers of tomorrow. All problems revert to the home, and the mother is the important factor in the home. We cannot put a price on the mother or the wife, on the sister or the daughter. Rev. Murdoch McKinnon of Knox Church, Regina, gave the most eloquent expression to this argument in a sermon supporting the local YWCA building campaign in 1911. "Money invested in a Christian institution making for health, comfort and development of our young women and for the welfare of future homes will give better and more lasting dividends than the best turn over that real estate can effect."

Despite its efforts to emphasize the value of young women to the community, the YWCA faced a widespread public reluctance to fund facilities and services for women, especially working women. Many middle-class people who were quite ready to spend money on behalf of young men, the future leaders of the community, failed to see any reason for similar support for young women, and argued that a young woman who "fell" merited her fate because a "good girl" was quite capable of taking care of herself. Attitudes such as these contributed to the consistently greater support received in most Canadian cities by the YMCA and forced the YWCA to adopt such expedients as holding physical
culture classes in the dining room, accommodating transients in the library, and turning the gymnasium into a summer dormitory. It also led in many communities to the YWCA’s dependence on the YMCA’s generosity, which was not always forthcoming, for the use of the latter’s gymnasium and swimming pool. Indeed, YWCA workers exhibited a certain jealously of the lavish facilities and large budgets at the disposal of the men’s organization. The General Secretary of the Ottawa YWCA commented in 1906:

... I believe that the time is coming when men and women shall be as ready to help the young woman ... as all the world is to help the young man. We congratulate the Young Men’s Christian Association on their splendid success in providing for the young men of our city. But we believe the time is coming when the thinking public will no longer expect the Young Women’s Christian Association to do the work of the Physical Department without a gymnasium, nor the work of the Educational Department in one small classroom.76

The argument that young women, as a matter of justice and principle, deserved the same services and facilities as were available to young men was not, YWCA leaders were well aware, likely to carry much weight with potential corporate supporters. Hence the essence of the YWCA financial campaign was an appeal to male chivalry and to the self-interest of businessmen, and campaign workers were compelled to stress not what they believed were the actual needs of working women but the possible dangers to the community that might result from not funding the YWCA.

The branch of YWCA work that received the most sympathetic press coverage during financial campaigns was its Travellers Aid and Immigration Department. Of all the YWCA’s activities, this was the most consistently praised as “an essential community service.” In cities such as Vancouver and Victoria, the YWCA received occasional tax grants and direct money contributions from the city council and provincial government in recognition of its Travellers Aid services.76 While YWCA women were particularly interested in the possibility of “Canadianizing” the new immigrant and perhaps winning her to Christianity while she was susceptible to good (or bad) influence, it was the contribution of Travellers Aid to the prevention of the white slave trade that attracted the attention of the press and that was stressed in financial campaigns. YWCA Travellers Aid workers claimed to be among the front ranks of those actively working in cooperation with police and railroad and steamship authorities to curb the operations of the White Slave trade in Canadian cities.77 According to many middle-class reformers with an interest in social purity, agents of the notorious traffic in women frequented railroad stations and ports of entry in order to take advantage of the confusion of the new arrival, and operated as part of an organized global network that kidnapped young women for the purposes of prostitution.78 Canada, as “the Mecca of the immigrant from all lands” was thought to provide “the slaver’s golden opportunity.”79 The activities of the local YWCA were commended by the Hamilton Spectator following a report by “two lady detectives employed by the government” who declared that there was “more white slave trafficking in Hamilton than in any other city of its size in the whole of America — not Canada, but America.”80 For its efforts to prevent white slavery, the YWCA was viewed by the press and civic officials as deserving of public support.

YWCA women were genuinely concerned about the existence of the white slave trade, but during the course of their regular work they generally limited themselves to discreet references to “the dangers that beset young women in cities.” Coverage of this work during financial campaigns, however, tended to be somewhat more dramatic. A lurid editorial published in the Hamilton Times in 1913, at the height of the white slave scare and during a $75,000 YWCA building campaign, predicted dire consequences if the shortage of accommodation at the YWCA, which was reportedly forced to turn away at least ten women a week, was not remedied. According to the editors of the Times, a young woman left alone to wander the streets, waylaid by a white slaver, was doomed to become a slave of the most heartlessly cruel taskmasters that ever the world has seen. She is merely an atom among the seething millions of the cold, cold world: and the monster who so artfully has enticed her into his web, grins sardonically and waxes fat on the price of her soul’s ruin. Picture a girl who has left the old country, landing in Canada — this fair country of ours — hoping to make a way for herself in life, sucked into the abyss of degradation and torturing despair, just because the Christians of our country have not spared a few dollars to aid such an organization. ...81

YWCA women were not unaware of the relationship between prostitution and low wages but it was the need to combat white slavery that was stressed during their financial campaigns undoubtedly because this was an issue that businessmen could more comfortably support. Accounts of white slavery tended to portray the villain as an immigrant working-class male, thus absolving the community’s “leading citizens” from any responsibility for the existence of prostitution in their city. The broader critique of male sexuality and the double standard that appeared in other YWCA literature tended to be muted during its fundraising campaigns. Instead, the campaign ads appealed to male chivalry and encouraged the businessman to reflect upon the fact that the woman safeguarded by the YWCA could be someone dear to him personally. “Every man who has made good ... owes it to his mother, wife or sister, and it is his duty to guard the womanhood of the nation. ...”82

To encourage the businessman to contribute his dollars to the YWCA, campaign supporters also stressed that young
working women were playing an increasingly productive role in the economy. Typically, a Winnipeg columnist observed in 1920, "More and more women workers are coming to the city — all to meet the need of industrial and business expansion. To a very considerable extent the immediate prosperity of the city depends upon these women." The Moncton Daily Times called young women "a big economic factor" who required, to assist them in shouldering their responsibility for "developing the nation's resources":

- Right living conditions
- Good food
- Knowledge and training in the laws of health
- Real recreation
- Friends
- Training in citizenship
- International relationships
- Leadership
- Co-operation.

The YWCA supported welfare measures in the workplace, under the direct supervision of its own staff where possible, and campaigners argued that it was in the interest of businessmen to support its efforts on behalf of their employees, given that it was "far too well established to need argument that welfare work among employees pays their firms in actual dollars." Toronto businessmen were urged to regard the YWCA's Jubilee Campaign as a "wise investment." "A factory, shop, office and home make heavy demands upon the health, minds and spirits of the girls and women of Toronto. This expended energy must be renewed. And the Y.W.C.A. stands ready to do that service for girls of every occupation, nationality and belief. Your part is to help provide the 'plant'." Businessmen were also encouraged to support the YWCA, particularly in the years after the First World War, because of the important role it could play in mediating the "great conflict between capital and labour." The YWCA's staff of industrial secretaries, strongly influenced by the teachings of the Social Gospel, promoted the idea of a co-operative Christian social order, characterized by harmony between capital and labour and a recognition of their common interests and mutual interdependence. The presentation of these ideas took an extraordinary form during the Toronto Jubilee Campaign in 1923 when the YWCA presented a gigantic pageant at Massey Hall. According to The Globe, "Through the Centuries" depicted six periods in the industrial life of the women of Canada. "Primitive women" and Indian women were succeeded by pioneer women, who appeared as the Spirit of Co-operation ousted the Spirit of Obedience. With the advent of the era of machinery, "all alike surrendered to the deadly monotony of toil under the compulsion of Economic Need."

In bewildering succession came Industrial Expansion and her attendants, the Spirit of Manufacture, the Spirit of Commerce, modern industrial workers — Steam, Elec-

tricity, Blue Waters, the ghouls of Industrial Unrest that threw into confusion the women in industry, the Spirit of Compassion, and many other characters who played their respective parts leading up to the triumph of Co-operation, and the singing of the Hymn of Allegiance in which all pledged their loyalty to her. The grand climax was reached when the spirit of the Y.W.C.A. appeared and the great company united in a hymn of praise to God for past progress and future hopes. The YWCA, particularly during the 1920s, supported the industrial council movement and protective labour legislation, yet fund-raising campaigns tended to emphasize that the main thrust of the YWCA's programs encouraged an individual approach to the improvement of the position of women workers. Campaigners stressed the ways in which membership in the YWCA's working women's clubs could foster diligence, honesty, punctuality and other virtues that all businessmen valued in their employees.

From time to time during these decades YWCA financial campaigns failed to win the enthusiastic support of the business community. Winnipeg campaigners in 1920 reported "an apathy on the part of some of the larger firms in the city, even those which employ many young women, that is rather disheartening." More often than not, however, the YWCA's appeal elicited substantial contributions from local firms. Contributors to the Toronto Jubilee Campaign in 1923 included the estate of W.A. Kemp ($15,000); T. Eaton Co. ($10,000); Chester D. Massey ($10,000); G.H. Wood and J.H. Gundy ($10,000); Christie, Brown & Co. ($5,000); Sir Joseph Flavelle ($3,000); R. Simpson Co. ($2,500); Massey-Harris Co. ($2,000); Imperial Oil ($2,000); Canada Loan & Savings Co. ($1,000); Toronto Star ($1,000) and many others. Nor were donations necessarily confined to the occasion of a building campaign. A committee of Hamilton businessmen presented a surprise gift of $4,000 in 1927 to the YWCA's Blue Triangle Club for working women. The Hamilton Herald observed: "...perhaps the most interesting aspect of the entire episode is that which indicates that the business men of Hamilton are realizing, to the extent of putting their hands in their pockets, the real need for the Y.W.C.A. as a potent influence for good among their girl workers. This is a case of enlightened self-interest." Perhaps the most noteworthy instance of cooperation between the YWCA and local businessmen was a joint venture by the Toronto branch and the Canadian Manufacturers' Association, the latter having rejected a plan to build its own residence for employees in favour of supporting the YWCA. A joint campaign raised $66,000 and the Alexandra Park YWCA, accommodating one hundred young women, was opened in 1912, its purpose being "always to take in all who come to the city to look for employment of any kind, where possible find them employment and help them to get into suitable boarding houses."

Finally, YWCA campaign workers directed an apparently successful appeal to local boosters who were advised to
consider what would happen to their reputations and to the reputation of their community should they fail to support the YWCA. It was noted in the “Building and Real Estate News” of the Manitoba Free Press in 1908 that the growth of charitable institutions such as the YWCA indicated the prosperity of a city: “. . . the financial standing of the city is in a healthy state when busy men can devote a great deal of time, in addition to much money, to matters entirely beyond the realm of business activity.”  

YWCA supporters agreed wholeheartedly with the Lieutenant Governor of British Columbia who, on opening the new Victoria YWCA in 1927, observed that the possession of a YWCA building was “a good advertisement for any city.” Sensible businessmen would surely not wish their community to be embarrassed by its lack of a splendid facility for its young women. “No association in western Canada offers as poor accommodation to the business girls and the women travelling as our Edmonton association.” Toronto has a world-wide reputation for making a success of worthy undertakings, and it would be too bad if the city’s record in this respect were to be lowered by a failure to provide the funds for so necessary a work as the proposed Y.W.C.A. extensions.”  

“Winnipeg will not justify its claim to be a city of large and liberal outlook unless it measures up to the demands of the ladies.” An Edmonton columnist observed astutely about the proposed “Building for Her”: “The board of trade will probably have it depicted in its ‘Boost Edmonton’ literature, and it will be a noble addition to the lists of sights we have already compiled — the government buildings, the university, the Macdonald hotel, office buildings, schools, churches, memorial hall, and packing plant.” The laying of the cornerstone or the official opening of a new YWCA building was a major public event, given full coverage by the press and honoured by the presence of prominent business leaders, municipal and provincial politicians and visiting dignitaries. All agreed with the sentiments of Hon. J.R. Stratton who, on opening the new Peterborough YWCA in 1905, observed typically: “It should be a matter of great pride to our citizens to have in their midst such an Association and such a building. . . . We all . . . desire Peterborough to take its place in future amongst the best cities in the Dominion, and the Y.W.C.A. building [will] remain as a monument to its enterprise and progressiveness.”

Alan Artibise has argued that an important component of the booster ethos during these decades was a myth of a shared sense of community that united on the basis of faith in the city, belief in its destiny, and commitment to its growth. The YWCA and its supporters appealed to this myth by claiming that their building heralded a new phase in the development of the urban community, indicating its prosperity, growing maturity and increased consciousness of its responsibility to all its citizens.

In conclusion, the appearance of YWCA buildings in cities across Canada was an important manifestation of the contribution of women to urban reform in the early decades of this century. The successful financial campaigns that resulted in the construction of these buildings constitute an illuminating example of the ways in which women reformers sometimes cooperated with the men of their class to achieve their ends, and also of the women’s ultimate dependence on the men given their lack of access to capital and political influence. Although the men and women of the city’s elite were able to agree on the need for a YWCA building, and to cooperate in making it happen, the completed structure represented their two different approaches to the reform of the city. For YWCA women, their building was an attempt to counter the corruption of women, children and the family order by the urban environment, to provide a female alternative to the masculine culture of turn-of-the-century Canadian cities, and to create a base from which they could promote values conducive to the protection of women’s physical, moral and spiritual purity, the Protestant evangelical ideal of family life, and the ideology of separate spheres. For the majority of the businessmen and boosters who supported the YWCA, however, their dollars were being invested in a structure that ensured philanthropy was conducted according to business principles, that fostered growth, stability, and a productive workforce, and that advertised both their own and their community’s enterprise and progressiveness. As a strategy for transforming the urban environment, “female institution building” had its limitations. Given women’s lack of power to act on their own vision of urban reform, it was to the businessman’s vision that YWCA fund-raising campaigns appealed and it was the support of the businessman that ultimately made possible the construction of a YWCA building in virtually every sizable Canadian city during these four decades.
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I am very grateful to Rebecca Coulter for generously undertaking to identify for me the principal participants in the Edmonton campaign.

*Edmonton Journal*, 24 October 1921, 12, 16; 1 April 1922, 7; 5 April 1922, 9; 13 March 1926, 6.

Regina, *The Leader*, 14 March 1911, 4; *Hamilton Times*, 29 November 1913; *Winnipeg Evening Tribune*, 5 April 1920, 4; *Winnipeg, Manitoba Free Press*, 13 April 1920, 15; *Toronto, The Globe*, 14 May 1923, 4; *Vancouver, Daily Province*, 8 November 1923, 6; *Peterborough, Evening Examiner*, 4 November 1925, 4; *Halifax Herald*, 27 March 1928, 6; *Winnipeg, Manitoba Free Press*, 5 June 1929, 15. I found only one editorial which did not support funding the YWCA. The Saskatoon *Daily Phoenix* advised the city council not to approve a proposed $5,000 grant to the YWCA on the grounds that the council had refused to support the Roman Catholic Grey Nuns hospital. The grant passed “without any opposition and not much discussion,” 22 May 1911, 4; 23 May 1911, 5.

18 March 1889, 4; 26 March 1889, 4; 24 September 1918, 6.

For this paper, I have located and examined newspaper coverage of campaigns in the following cities: Edmonton, May 1920; Halifax, April 1928; Hamilton, November 1909, November 1913, September 1918; Moncton, June 1920; Regina, March 1911; Saskatoon, May 1911; Toronto, May 1923; Vancouver, June 1909, November 1923; Victoria, April 1924; Winnipeg, May 1908, April 1920, June 1929. I have also examined coverage of the ceremonies accompanying the laying of the cornerstone and official opening of YWCA buildings in these and other cities. See note 99.


See Linda Kealey’s introduction to *A Not Unreasonable Claim*.

Victoria, *Daily Colonist*, 3 August 1907, 11.
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73. Winnipeg, Manitoba Free Press, 3 June 1929, 3.
74. Regina, The Leader, 13 March 1911, 7.
76. Victoria YWCA Records, Board of Directors Minutes, 10 June 1910, 9 February 1912, 11 May 1923; Vancouver YWCA Records, Annual Reports, 1907, 1910, 1913.
80. 24 September 1910. See also Hamilton Times, 13 April 1910.
81. 29 November 1913.
82. 2 June 1920, 8.